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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS'

.

.

Enforcement Action' -

i

j A. Violations
i

! 'l. Solid radioactive waste' not packed to prevent dispersion.
| (Report Details, Paragraph 15)
4

2. All bacches of liquid effluent not analyzed for activity.
(Report Details, Paragraph 13)

3. Violation of Procedures (Report Details, Paragraph 15)

B. Safety Items

None-

.

Licensee Action on Previously Identified Enforcement Items

A. Item No. 4, Enclosure 1, of licensee letter dated April 7,1972 to
Directorate of Regulatory Oper.ations. (Report Details, Paragraph 2)

g,

B. Item No. 5, Enclosure 1 of licensee letter dated April 7,1972 to
j dR" . Directorate of Regulatory Operations (Report Details, Paragraph 3)

TS-p

C. Item No. 6, Enclosura 1, of licensee letter dated April 7, 1972
to Directorate of Regulatory Operations (Report Details, Paragraph

.
,

( | 4)

D. Item No. 1, Enclosure 3, licensee letter dated April 21, 1972
to Directorate of Regulatory Operations (Report Details, Paragraph
5)

E. Item No. 2, Enclosure 3, licensee letter dated April 21, 1972 to
r Directorate of Regulatory Operations (Report Details, Paragraph 6)

F. Item No. 3, Enclosure 3, licensee letter dated April 21, 1972 to
| } Directorate of Regulatory Operations. (Report Details, Paragraph

7)
.

.
G. Item No. 4, Enclosure 3, licensee letter dated April 21, 1972 to

Directorate of Regulatory Operations. (Report Details, Paragraph-

8)

H. Ites No. 5, Enclosure 3, licensee letter dated April 21, 1972 to
Directo' rate of Regulatory Operations. (Report-Details, Paragraph
9)'

,1
s, .
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I. Item No. 6, Enclosure 3, licensee letter dated April 21, 1972,to <

Directorate of Regulatory Operations. (Report Details, Paragraph
10)

Design Changes

None

Unusual Occurrences

A. Licensee letter dated June 21, 1972 to Directorate of Regulatory
Operations reporting a liquid effluent release. (Report Details,,.

j Paragraph 11) -

B. Licensee telephona call on Juna 16, 1972 to Directorate of Regula-
tory Operations, Region I, reporting a malfunction of a stack mon-

! itor. (Report Details, Paragraph 12)

C. Licensee telephone call on June 16, 1972 to Directorate of Regu-
lacory Operations, Region I, reporting a release of liquid ef-
fluent to ground surface run-off. (Report Details, Paragraph 13)

j

D. Licenses telephone call on July 12, 1972 to Directorate of Regula-
jg] tory Operations, P.egion I, reporting contamination transferred to

one employee's-residence. (Report Details, Paragraph 14)*

'

E. Licensee letter dated July 26, 1972 to Directorate of Regulatory
Operations reporting an overexposure. (Report Details, Paragraph:

4 ;
15) ,,

F. Anonymous letter dated September 3,1972 to the AEC Directorate'

- of Licensing. (Report Details, Paragraph 16)

G. I.icensee letter of September 12, 1972.to Directorate of Regulatory
Jperations, reporting external overexposure of nine contractor

,

employees. (Report Details, Paragraph 17)
-

: .

Other Significant Findings

A. Current Findings

- The NFS plant is in shutdown condition. No fuel has been repro-
cessed since January 1972 and no irradiated fuel has been repro-'

cessed since November 1971. Approximately 80 employees have been
! laid off. Licensee representatives stated that they use contract

| employees, for a minimum of 4 hours work. These employees are ob-
tained from local labor contractors and are used, according to re-

i cords of these contractors and state =ents of licensee repre-
|

. ,.

| | f( sentatives, to perform decontamination and replace hot cell
,

,

-

t
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equipment. These employees work until a whole body exposure of 2
res/ calendar quarter has been received. Contractor records indica-*

ted a total of 516 such employees were used in 1972.

I B. .Starms of Previously Reported Unresolved Items
!

'

i None
?

!
! Management Interview

,

i A management interview was held September 29, 1972 with the following
.

,

i individuals:
i

! J. P. Duckworth, Plant Manager
# B. E. Knight, Manager, Operations

W. A. Oldham, Manager, Construction
T. K. Wenstrand, Manager, Health and Safety

i The following subjects were discussed:
5

A. The current AEC policy of providing the licensee with a copy of.

the inspection report to define proprietary information prior to
release of the report to the Public Document Room.

B. The proper packaging of radioactive vaste and contaminated material
particularly pointing out that failure to properly package such
vaste had caused a reportable incident. (Report Details, paragraph
15)

4

C. The release of liquid effluent to ground water prior to analysis
particularly pointing out that employees had failed to follow sta-
ted procedures. (Report Details, Paragraph 13)

D. The failure to perform smear surveys of contaminated material prior
| to transfer. (Report Details, Paragraph 15) .

-

,
'

!

!
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DETAILS ,

,

1. Persons Contacted
-

,

<

T. K. Wenstrand, Manager Health and Safety
D. Coughig, Production Supervisor
R. T. Smolkowski, Supervisor, Contract Administration and Secre-

tary of the Safety Committee
2

J. P. Maier, Health Physics Technician
, J

M. Jump, Technical Services Manager
# ' P. Burns, Product Operator 7-.

: R. May, Chemical Operator .
,
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E. S. Rothschild, M.D.'

- H. Benz, Vice President, Benz Labor Agency
G. W. Mcdonald, Plant Assistant Engineer,

J. E.. Birchler, Supervisor, Plant Assistance
* .

.

Current Status of Previousiv Identified Enforcement Items
.

Licensee representatives stated that they had identified 'the source2.
of surface run-off water as being the wake from the condensate and

( Cooling Tower. Licensee representatives stated that this cooling water
Licenseegathers activity via small leaks in operational equipment.,

representatives stated that corrective action was achieved by re .
routing the Condensate and Cooling Water to an interceptor holding

. pond which feeds into the Low Level Liquid Waste Treatment Facility.
Surf ace stream activity which prior to the corrective action.vas as

_

4

high as 1.85 I 10-5 uC1/cc beta was lowered to 7.8 X 10-9 uci/cc;
'

beta.

3. Licensee representatives stated that the Diesel Motor drive to
provide emergency power for the Head End Ventilation System was

~

'

never installed. They stated that the propane gas motor, which
was first evaluated in 1967 and sub=itted to DML and approved, was

, installed. , Licensee personnel stated that a Diesel Motor requires
'

| several minutes to come to full power whereas a Propane Gas motor
'

| inmediately gives full power.*

The inspector inquired if other changes were evaluated to reflect.

whether a safety question existed. The following project reports
. were reviewed:

.

!
-

.

.
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g, Installation of a passport into the Process Mechanical Celli

s.

b. Addition of a tank to the Fuel Receiving and Storage Pool.

The inspector noted that in both of these additions a full safety
evaluation was made as indicated by examination of the Safety
Committee Minutes.

4. The inspector by examination of Safety Committee Minutes and ob-
servation, noted that the diesel engine driving the electric
generator was scrapped and the originally approved propane gas
motor electric generator was installed instead. The minutes
of the Safety Committee indicated no unreviewed safety matters.i

' i~
j 5. Licensee representatives reported that radiation levels within,

the plant and adjacent areas were due to the present acid recov-
| The inspector noted that a new acid recovery systemery system.>

housed within a separate concrete shielded building was under con-
i struction. Licensee representatives stated, that the plant was in

| a shutdown condition and had been for the past six months. They

; reported that the present work program activity consists of new
construction, decontamination and replacement of faulty equipment.

J

|* Records of surveys, which were reviewed, revealed that the opera-
tion of the Head End Ventilation System caused a reduction in

g contamination, air concentrations and radiation levels within the

I Operations Building and adjacent areas. The inspector made a con-
,

' firming survey throughout the Operations Building and adjacent
Radiation levels inside the building were noted not toareas.

exceed 1.0 mR/hr and were less than 0.2 mR/hr in any outside area
within the fence restriction.' '

(
The inspector also examined film badge and TLD' reports from De-
cember 1971 to September '1,1972 and noted that the average whole
body exposure for permanent plant employees was 2.4 rem during
the first six months of 1972.. Records also indicated that addi-
tional contract help was obtained from local labor agencies. Per-
sonnel monitoring records indicated that the average exposure for
these persons was 1.73 ram. The average whole body exposure for
the first six months 1972 has decreased from that noted during a

|-
sitzilar period in 1971.

!

| 6. Licensee representatives stated that they have replaced the chest
counter with a shielded whole body counter. He stated that all

| plant personnel are now routinely counted by the whole body counter
-

once yearly and at any other time there is reason to believe an(-
uptake has occurred. The licensee representatives also stated that-

|
there has been'no case, within the plant itself, in 1972 where there
was excessive exposure to concentrations of radionuclides in air.
There was one case reported in 1972 where one person was exposed
to concentrations of radionuclides in air at the waste burial site.

y

IL,
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i t
Nasal swabs are taken, according to records, after each zona entry and

.

the swabs are counted in a pulse height analyzer as well as a beta*

If activity is detected, urine analysis and whole bodycounter.
councing is performed. If alpha activity is detected, above a
.value of 3 dpm/ day in urinalysis, fecal sampling is performed.'

Racords of these analyses were examined and no overexposure
was revealed, except as scated above.

4

7. Permanent Employees
i

Licensee representatives stated that all permanent employees have
received formal classroom training including use of films andf

;

!
training guides. The curriculum was noted to include the subjects
listed in the licensee reply. Formal written examinations were

[ given .and the examinations and grades obtained were observed in
formal records. The examination covered types of radiation sur-
veys, instrumentation, what readings mean, actions to be taken when

a

instrument readings are obtained, exposure limits, working time
- limits, special work permit procedures, protective clothing, and

emergency procedures. Questioning by the inspector, of three par-
manent employees revealed that.they had received the training and
had taken written examinations Lanediately following the lectures.
They also stated that they periodically see training films and re-
ceive lecturcs from the Health Physics Staff.

| ({'
Contractor Employees

k_
One Health Physics technician was noted to be permanently assigned
to contractor employees. The inspector spoke to one contractor

!

employee, who stated that he had been at the NFS site for six years.
. He stated that he had received training in radiation safety when
f first employed and periodic refresher training since then. Two

9 other contractor employees working at the NFS site for one and two
'

Each one-

years stated that they too had received training.,

questioned, knew the exposure they could receive in any days work,j <

| reporting requirements, as well as emergency action and evacuation|

j 4

j procedures.!

Temporary Employees

The inspector verified by a visit to one labor agency that 516 such'.
The

|
.

employees from this agency were used at NFS in 1972, to date.
'

j[ .
-

labor contractor reported that these people do not receive formali

Licensee representatives verified this and staced thattraining.
| [ they work only under the direct surveillance of a health and safetyi-

! technic'ian. - -

,

| The licensee representative stated that these persons are instructed
in the use of protective clothing and = asks and also receive instruc-| g

$, tion in the use of self reading dosi=eter pencils and wear two suchI

,

,

|
,

1 .

I
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Licenseepencils, a low range 0-200 mR, and a high range, 0-1R.

representatives stated that these temporary employees are used
for exposure in any calendar quarter up to 2R, to the whole body.

All employees whether temporary, contractor or permanent were noted
to have signed Forms AEC-4 with all entries completed.

8. Environmental Sampling

The program for sampling air and water was described by the licen-
see representatives as follows:

i'
Section 3 of the licensee's Health and Safety Procedures Manual

.; dated S/3/72 specifies the location and frequency for sanpling;

of: air and water; background radiation measurements, deer,
.

fallout, fish, food crops, milk, silt fran Buttermilk and Cat-
taraugus Creeks, and water from all sources of release were,

noted specified.

The inspector noted that the procedures specified the' data sheets
to be used and the method to record and calculate results. These
data sheets were examined and in no case were AEC or Technical
Specification linits exceeded.

Solid Waste Control<

Solid Waste Management Control was noted to be covered codpletely
in Sections 8 and 10 of the licensee's Health and Safety Procedures
Manual. The Manual specifies the handling, packaging surveillance( monitoring and control of both high level and low level solid waste.

AdecuacyofknternalQuality Control Systems to assure reifability
and cali-.of Analytical procedures and specifications for checking

bration of analytical instrumentation
.

Section 10.2.2.1 - 10.111 Health Safety Procedures describes stack
monitors,what readings mean, set points and calibration of stack
monitors to determine particulate and gaseous release. The inspec-
tor noted that the operation of these nonitors are checked daily
and that the results of checks are entered in a log maintained by
the shift supervisors.

Section 10.3".1 - 10.4 describes liquid check procedures and ana-
lytical procedures to check the presence of fission products in~

liquid.

Sections 8.1 - 8.5 of the Health and Safety Procedures describes
methods for taking all in-plant samples, logs for results, instruments
used, calibration and analytical procedures to deter =ine concentrationsg

qt

.
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of in-plant air concentrations. These procedures are dated 4/10/72.

!

Training for Transients and Visitors
.

Transient workers and visitors according to documentation are.
never unescorted. Licensee personnel stated that these persons
receive instruction according to need. Visitors were noted to
receive at the guard gate, a dosimeter pen and required escort,

.

according to observations made by the inspector. They also pass!

through hand and foot monitoring stations, one located at the
plant main entrance and one located at the guard reception shack.'

They receive from the escort, instructions commensurate with the
I hazards in the area to be visited. -

Recording of date exoosures. personnel monitoring, notifications,'

!
biosssav, whole body counting and comparison of exposure determination
methods

1

The licensee's Health and Safety Procedures prescribes precisely
I how the information obtained is to be recorded.
!

Environmental Samples of water were noted by the inspector to have
been split between NFS, and two off-site contractors. The results-

were available and examined by the inspector and shewed that all
. g.

,e three split sample results were within 20%. Fila badge and TLD
systems were also compared and found to be within close agreement.

9. The licensee conducted a complete emergency evacuation drill on
4/22/72 which was fiLaed. The inspector reviewed the fils and

N noted the following: Upon sounding the alarm, the plant was evac-
usted. Attendance of avacuee's was noted to be checked at the
guard shack beyond the gate. Attendance revealed, one person miss-

r ing, (a simulated casualty). A rescue force properly suited and
equipped with survey instrumentation entered the plant and located ,

the person, removed him via stretcher into a vehicle and transported
,.

L him to Chaffee Memorial Hospital in Springville. The simulated
L casualty was wrapped in plastic to prevent spread of contamination.

Twelve doctors and the nursing staff were in attendance and were
briefed and instructed as to how to handle and treat a radiation
casualty. All biological sera was collected and tagged. All no-

! tifications to NY State, AEC, Police, and Fire authorities were
made. .

Chapter 9 of the Safety Procedures Manual entitled Emergency Pro-
cedures was approved by the Safety Committee on 4/5/72 and the

- Plant Manager on 4/6/72. Section 3 also contained procedures for
personnel at Chaffee Memorial Hospital.

*
.

.

.
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O The plan was noted to contain procedures for monitoring surveying
and decontamination. A responsible person has been designated.co
notify outside agencies. The plan places duty upon the Technical'

Services Manager or in his absence a person designated by the Plant
Manager. The plan contains criteria for notification of outside
agencies. i.

The inspector noted all alarms were sounded and tested each Friday
precisely at 11:00 a.m. with loud speaker announcements of a test.
Records indicate evacuation drills have been held at least four
times yearly.

~

'

10. Head End Ventilation System (HEVS)
,

!
Records examined included minutes of the Safety Cannittee. Thesa4

: records indicated a training program in filter removal was given
i to 16 people on 10/19 - 21/70. The system was transferred by the

vendor to the. licenses on 10/25/.70 according to records. The com-
: mittee minutes indicated that on 10/2/70 all TOP's (Temporary Op-'

erating Procedures), were approved for operation of the Head End
Ventilation System. These were later changed to SOP's Nos. 15-20

j and -21. .

| .
.

Operating logs of the Chemical Cell indicate that all operators'

||p worked with the vendor in going over all parts of the ventilation
system. A licensee representative stated that a formal training
program was given only 3 days before the system was scheduled to
go into operation but insisted that this was a better method since
the training received was fresh in the mens mind.

According to a written report dated 10/25/70,.the EEVS was accepted
f without meeting design criteria as to air flow. The report listed
\ some 50 system checks, the identity of the person responsible for

each check, and the date the checks were completed. All checks
were complete by 10/24/70 at 2300 hours. The data obtained showed
that of 15 locations checked for air flow, 11 of the locations did
not meet design specifications. Locations 11 and 12, the north and
south glove ai.91e in the filter change room designed for 100 CFM had~

an airflow of 7 CFM.*

Licensee representatives stated that the de'ficiencies were corrected
I by installing larger bearings and increased fan speeds. Airflow

study reports which were reviewed, show that the design goal, nega-
tive pressure with respect to operating cells, was obtained. On
11/6/70, a work report to the safety committee stated that in the
glove port aisles of the filter change room, the gloves were re-
moved to obtain higher air flow and oressure differential. The

i ,

report showed the radiation levels were below that required fori
Zone III entries. The Safety Cc=mittee minutes also show the re-

f,
i d, e quirement, that the gloves be replaced prior to any filter changes
,

{
and that those persons perforcing this operation wear air supplied

i

i masks.

! -

.
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Licensee representatives stated that the spray system was not.
tested prior to turnover. The representatives stated that the
duct spray system was initially available but locked out of
the line at the time of turnover with all water supply valves
closed. The spray system was checked out at a later date and
found to meet design specifications.

Lic'enses representatives stated that the general DOP test pro-
cedure available at the time for testing filters required no

Recordsspecial procedure to test the filters in the HEV system.
of tests showed that they were performed on 40/21/70 showing
99.98% efficiency for the filters. Another DOP test was performed
on 5/7/71 showing 99.98% efficiency. The licensee's procedures.

' -

for DOP testing of filters are contained in Chapter 10.2.4 of the
Health and Safety Procedures Manual dated 3/19/69. Licensee rep-
resentatives stated that these procedures were followed.-

:

, Licensee representatives stated that original drawings of the HEV
system were approved on 6/16/67. Revision 1 was approved 10/30/,

'

67. Revision 2 was approved 11/17/67 "As built" drawings were
approved 6/22/70 and final drawings were assembled and submitted
to the Plant Manager on 12/2/70.

, ||) Low Level Waste Treatment Facility (LLWT)

Training records maintained by Operations showed that all operators
had received training in the operation of the LLWT on 4/20 and

.

21/71, approximately one month prior to turning over the facility
to the licensee. Tesforary operating procedures - TOP-02 and 04'

j were approved by the afety committee on 5/21/71, according to the5. '

Safety Committee situ'es. The entire system was checked out with
non-radioactive water on 4/15,17 and 20/71 prior to operations.

. . All checks were co=pleted by 5/10/71. DOP tests of Filters were'

performed on 5/7/71 and found to be 99.98% efficient.
.

,

Licensee personnel stated that the LLWT facility did not meet de-
sign expectation of lowering Sr-90 concentrations to the extent
anticipated. However, research is being continued with different
ion exchange media which appears to have promise. The LLWT does,
however, reduce other fission product concentrations in Cattar-
augus Creek by a factor of 100. The records also show that Sr-90
concentrations exist in the order of 3 x 10-8 uci/mi water after
operation of the system. This is still below 10 CFR 20 Ap-

,

pendix B, Table II levels of 3 X 10-7 uC1/ml.~

The ir.spector noted that the licensee has modified the LLWT sys-
tem to increase its efficiency and operation by institution of

t[ .

.

.
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Full sets of plans weresteady inflow rates and ph adjustment.

noted to have been available prior to operation of the system.

11. Unusual Occurrences

A review of the licensee's " Health Physics Log" revealed that jet
# 4C-7 was accidently left open on May 25, 1972, causing an esti-
mated release of 2.02 mei beta activity. The log revealed that
prior to the incident a dacontaminating solution had been run

); through this particular jet. The los revealed that the operator
26, 1972 noticed that the liquid level onon the morning of May

Tank # 4D-8 was increasing and that solution was leaking out of the
"

ratfo-relay on the 4C-7 pressure poc. The operator closed the/

valve and notified the Health and Safe,ty Division and his shif t
supervisor.

i

The log indicated that the Upper Extraction Aisle had a puddle|

of water on the floor due to a total leakage of 1 1/2 - 2 gallons
acid-water mixture and that this area was isolated and surveyed.>

Surveys were performed with an Eberline PAC-4 and showed readings
:

| of 7000 cpm alpha on the liquid and the surrounding floor areai Air concentrations of room air samplers in con-50,000 cpm alpha.
tinuous o eration were noted to be 8.4 X 10-13 uCi/ml, alpha and

'

; ||[ 3.0 X 10- 2 uci/m1, beta.

Af ter several decontamination efforts, the contamination was re-
duced 'to 45 dpa alpha /100 cm2 on 5/30/72. The activity in the

Bioassay records, which were
puddle was identified as Pu-239.those involved in operations and in thereviewed, indicated that( decontamination effort were counted by a whole body counter on
6/9/71 and no alpha activity was found. The cause of the inci-
dent was determined by l'icensee representatives as due to a con-Thei trol room operator telling a workman to close the 4-C-7 jet.' the jetworkman stated that he did not hear the aperator and left

Corrective action, a'ccording to licensee representatives,open.
was the issuance of an SOP requiring that all valving operations

The SOP, which was re-
be perfor=ed b'y the control room operator.
viewed by the inspector, also specified that this duty cannot be
delegated.

Records of the Heath Physics log were examined and revealed12. 15, 1972 operators in the Upper Extraction Aislethat on June
(UKA) had been preparing a permanganate solution to be used in

The record indicated that during the solutiondecontamination.
preparation, some solution splashed onto the walls of the UXA
aisle and the' operators cleaned and re=oved the permanganate with
copious amounts of water. Some of the water splashed onto the
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electronics portion of the continuous 1 tack monitor, shorting.out
.

An air sampler fil-
the systa.m which caused full scale readings.
ter paper mounted at the 80 foot level of the stack was immediately

'

pulled and counted. Activit{releasedwasdeterminedtohavealpha
.concentragons of 1.15 X 10- 2 uC1/ml and beta concentrations wereThese concentrations are 2.7% of the allowable
1.5 X 10- uci/ml.
release rate and correspond to 2.06 X 10-5 uci/see alpha and 2.68
X 10-3 uC1/sec, beta, and were within technical specification limits.

' Licensee representatives stated that they change the anthracite fil-
ter media of their low level waste treatment facility (LLWI) at par-13.

The procedure requires flushing the filter media,

iodic intervals.,

The anthracitefrom the LLWT into two-1000 gallon burial tanks.
'

filter media settles to the bottom and the supernatent liquid is to
be siphoned off into a drain which leads to Storage Lagoon #2 in
accordance with 50P-15-1, Plant Liquid Releases.

A review of the " Health Physics Log", revealed that at 23:30 hours
on 6/15/70, an operator, apparently decided that the siphoning ac-.

tion from the underground tank to the drain was proceeding too
He inserted a second siphon pump but the nozzle end of

the duct could not fit into the drain so the supernatent liquid,
slowly.

pulled from the underground tank by the second siphon, was allowedAt 03:00 hours on 6/16/72, theto flow along~the ground surface.( water was noted to be running onto the ground.

The water remaining in the hose line was sampled on the morning
by the Health Physics Group and beta activity of 8.9of 6/16/72g X 10-4 uC1/ml was noted. An estimated 600 gallons had been re-

,

leased to the ground surface. A total of 2.02 mei mixed beta ac-theLicensee representatives stated thattivity was released.
soil, where activity was noted to exist because of the release,
was removed, packed in waste drums, and buried in the ASDA burial

The ground had measured radioactivity levels of 50 mR/hr at
Licensee representatives stated that the liquid si-site.

the surface.
phoned off the charcoal contained activity due to being in contact;

with contaminated equipment.
involved was a la-The incident report revealed that the subject

the waste burial site. The subject, by self14.
borer working at 45 hours on July 7, 1972, discovered contamina-monitoring at 16: Li-
tion on his person and i=sediately notified his supervisor.-

| censee representatives stated that a Health Physics technician
i==ediately reported to the site, and using an Eberline GM end'

6000 cpm,
window probe, reported 3000 cpm on the subjects jacket,!

on his shirt and'on his forehead 1000 - 2000 cpm.,

-

| On the evening of Ju'.y 7,1972 a visit was made to the subjects
home at Scranton, N.Y. , by a technician from the Health Physics
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Group, and a survey with a GM revealed contaminatian existing.on
a pillowcase, washcloth, sheet and jacket in the order of 250 -
3000 cpm. A towel had activity of 25,000 cpm.

Urinalysis samples provided by the subject on 7/7/72 revealed in
two samplings, 11 and 14 dpm/24 hours void of fission products,
Cs-134, -137. A chest count performed July 10, 1972 revealed the
presence of 32 nci Cs-137. With this quantity representing 12.5% of
what was inhaled, then 256 nei could have been inh.aled. Using
1 X 10-8 uCi/ml the limit expressed in Appendix B, Table I,10

l CFR 20 and an inhalacion of 5 X 10-7 ml/40 hr week, 500 nei could
have been inhaled to equal an exposure to 40 MPC hrs.

i A nasal smear taken on 7/7/72 showed an activity of 5800 dpm, equiv-
alent to 2.64.uci. Investigation by licensee personnel revealed
the contamination occurred on July 6, 1972, when the laborer was
oiling the lif t crane in the waste burial area. Licensee personnel
stated that procedures have been set forth whereby head covers
would be worn in addition to other protective clothing.

I

15. Licensee representatives stated that on 6/26/72 at 13:00 hours,
cement blocks,.which had been used in the off gas aisle GOGA),
were removed for burial. Examination of the Health Physics log

|h indicated that the cement blocks were wrapped in plastic and
|

brought to the rocf of the OGA where they were transferred from
the roof to a " Red Stake Truck". A health physics technigian

| measured the dose rates and noted radiation levels of SR/hr from
! f

1 the cement blocks. He stated and the records indicated that no
contamination surveys were made. Licensee representatives stated

Li-that no person noted or repaired the torn plastic wrappings.
censee representatives stated that the cement blocks were grossly
contaminated and had been used to shield an acid recovery line in

.the OGA. They stated that the removal of the cement blocks was
part of the current program to reduce radiation levels and con-

*

tamination in production areas.

.The person became exposed, for a period of approximately 5 minutes,
while unloading manually, the c'ement blocks from the Red Stakei ,

!

Truck. On 6/23/72 SWP No. 5034 which authorized the removal of
the cement bricks, showed dose rate measurements of 15, 40 and 250
R/hr at the su. face of the blocks. During the 5 minutes unloadingr

time a self-reading dosimeter showed a reading of 100 mR.

The person exposed followed the proper procedure by passing through*

a monitoring station at 16:30 and the monitor alarmed. The person
j notified his supervisor, who in turn notified the Health and

Safety Group, which immediately responded to the scene. A Health
Physics Technician i=nediately obtained a nasal swab which showedr

9k activity of,180 dpm alpha and 170,000 dpc beta equal to 77 nei
beta activity. The nasal swab was analyzed chemically and

.
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showed Ru-116 - 19.6 nei, Sr-90 - 0.24 nci, Pu-0.109 nci, Zr-Ni-
544 nci. Ratio studies were: ZrNi-95 544 = 27.7

Rul06 19.6

ZrNi-95 544 = 2305 ZrNi-95 544 = 5000
Sr-90 .236 Pu-239 .109

The person was decontaminated and also had nasal flushes performed.
He was i= mediately whole body counted and the results of this count
and succeeding whole body counts are shown in the licensee's let-
ter of July 26, 1972. The licensee calculated that the subject was
exposed to 71 MPC hours of combined concentrations of Pu-239, Ru-ll6

, and ZrNi-95 or 1.77 X 40 hr MPC as stated in Appendix 3 Table I 10
CFR 20.

A review of the licensee's calculations revealed that the licensee
used a total volu=e of 2150 ml for 15 respirations per minute. This
resulted in a higher amount of millimeters of air breathed per 40
hour work week, than listed in Radiological Health Handbook, Janu-
ary 1970 edition., USHEW, page 216 of 9600 liters /S hour work day.
Using the licensees method with 7.74 X 10-7 ml air /40 hour work
week instead of 5 X 10-7 ml air /40 hour work week, an exposure of
75.5 MPC hours or 1.89 X MFC was obtained. The licensee in his cal-

h - culations obtained 71 MFC hour or 1.78 X 12C, a slight difference.

h See Exhibit "A" for calculations. The inspector noted that the
[.) sub. ject received wr1tten notice of his exposure from examination of
g records of personnel monitoring.
:

{ i The licensee stated that the surveys of the blocks prior to trans-

H fer consisted only of direct radiation measure =ents. The records
4 ; indicated that no survey was made to determine cont' amination levels.
$ i Licensee representatives. stated that the ce=ent blocks were being
Ji sent for solid waste burial and were not packaged to prevent

0| contamination of handlers. The laborer, involved, was stated to

N be a handler. Proper packaging, according to the licensee rep-
fj resentatives would include plastic covering over the ce=ent blocks

i d themselves plus a plywood container. The licensee representatives
i j stated that no plywood container was provided for the cement block

:; burial.
|

'

| h 16. Licensee representatives identified the employee who died this
: . .

spring as a laundry worker, age'72. Personnel records indicated
L that he worked at NFS as a laundry =an between 10/12/66 and 1/19/

i
. 72. Records of personnel monitoring indicate that the deceased's

total whole body exposure in 5.25 years of wor > was 8.950 rem.i

Forms AEC-4 and -5 were examined and showed no quarterly exposure

j j' in excess of 1.2 rem. The records also indicate an extremity and
skin exposure, for 5.25- years, of 11.7 rad.

| | /'
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The subject underwent toutine urine analysis and whole body count-
ing during his employment. Urine analysis record results were as*

follows: .

Volume Fission Products
Date of Sample net. dpm/ml. Pu-239 dom /l

.

3/17/67 922 ml. .14 1.06 (removed
10/12/67 900 ml. .08 .3 for 50 days

~ /2/68 930 ml. .03 .3 from work)1

3/13/68 800 .03 .3
' ~

3/19/68 1000 .03 0.732
6/20/70 1000 .03 None detected
10/17/70 fecal sample .03/gm. None detected
3/19/71 1000 .03 0.07

Whole Body Counting Record Results

.4/67 13 nei Cs-137
'

''4/68 background
4/69 background

. 4/70 background -

0 ( An interview was held with the me?ical doctor who treated the sub-
5 ject. He stated that the subject underwent lung removal at the'

,

Chaffee Memorial Hospital in the Spring of 1972 and died shortly
$,

.

thereafter due to spread of a malignancy to other portions of the
,

'

body. The physician involved stated that the subject smoked to;I

excess and was of advanced age. His opinion voiced to the inspec-( '

) j tor, was that the malignancy noted, was in no way related to the
,g

| occupation he had at NFS. Licensee representatives, interviewed,
j all stated that no suit at law was pending from any interested
.! party.

4

, [ Records of stack releases were examined from 4/1/70 to 9/1/72 and no
| D excessive releases were noted. Allreleases appeared to meet Tech-

Il nical Specification limits and 10 CFR 20 limits. Inspections dur-f

{.
ing 1972 have been unannounced and no advanced notification was
given to the licensee. Smear data was reviewed and some 500 smears' ;;

j are counted weekly. There was some contamination noted with high

| f: levels in operating areas but there was also a constant cleaning
I

effort. Work order records indicated a constant replacement of
,

| I contaminated objects and consequent reduction of ambient radiation
u levels.'

|I
~

17. The lic'ensee's investigation report, was reviewed and revealed that
at 0800 hours on August 9, 1972 one contractor employee noticed
what was later determined to be a 24 Ci Ir-192 source capsule andf

i its pigtail, 9 inches long, hanging on a pipe inside an Acid Re-
j covery Cell under construction. It had been determined that a

,
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radiography company licensed by the State of New York had per-
formed radiography inside the Acid Recovery cell after 1600 hours
on August 8, 1972. The worker (Employee No. 1) finding the source*

examined it briefly, one or two seconds, holding the source be-
tween the thumb and forefinger of one hand and the hook end of
the source cable between the thumb and forefinger of the other
hand.

Employee No. 1 above handed the source to Employee No. 2 who in-
spected the object in the same manner at length. His statement
was that it was 2 or 3 minutes but reenactment limited the hand-
ling time to 15 seconds. Employee No. 2 stated that he placed the
object in his tool box and a short while later he took the object/
from his tool box to show it to employee No. 3. He stated that
Employee No. 3 handled it in the same manner from 5 to 10 seconds
and that Employee No. 3 replaced the object in the tool box. Em-

ployee No. 2 stated that at about 1600 hours on August 9,1972 he
saw the radiographer approaching the gate and asked employee No.,

3 to give him the object. Employee No. 2 then carried the source
to the gate approximately 25. feet away and held a conversation
with the radiographer. He stated the radiographer denied that
the obj ect was his, but finally took the object and walked with it*

(_ in his hand to his truck.

Licensee representatives stated that the radiographer reported the
loss of two dosimeters; the one provided by his company and the
one provided by NFS. Licensee representatives also did not know
what had happened to the film badge worn by the radiographer.

( On September.20, 1972 the inspector questioned contractor es-
I ployees about the training NFS provided them. Employee No. 2,

,

. stated to the inspector, upon learning the inspector's identity,
*K "Look what that thing did to me." The inspector noted what ap-
h peared to be two healed blisters one on the edge of the fore-

finger above the first joint and one on the thu=b in the same
| A position. The blistered area on each finger was noted to be ap-

2J proximately 0.2 cm ,
g

h Employee No. 2 stated that the blisters appeared 8 days after Aug-
ust 9, 1972 and that he brought the blisters to the attention of a

.

q} physician who gave him the opinion that they might be due to his
| A work as a welder.

I t -

+ The physician involved was interviewed by the inspector on September
,

! ,' 20, 1972. He stated that no one had previously spoken to him rela-
ting to the actual circumstances of the exposure. He again called

{{|
|

t e=ployee No. 2 to the infirmary and examined his fingers. After
|

f ( the employee left, the physician expressed the opinion that theI

! blisters could represene a possibla radiation syndrome, and that
6

further expert evaluation was needed.
r
*
.
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A licensee representative stated that he had made an evaluation of
! the hand exposure using the ga=ma constant for f ridium-192 listed

on page 131 of the 1970 edition of the Radiological Health Handbook
and arrived at a dose rate for 24 Ci of Ir-192 of 20R/see at con-
tact. He stated that he realized that this exposure rate was low
but that he had no other sources of infor=ation to refer to. The
inspector referred him to the Handbook of Health Physics OSP-70,
April 1963, page 158 which shows a dose rate per curie for Ir-192
_at 1 cm distance of 5000 R/hr. The inspector calculated, using
the sa=a factor used by the licensee representative, a dose rata
of 160 rad /see to the area of the finger involved. See Exhibit
"B" for calculations. Employee No. 2 could have_ received a cal-
culatedexposuretoalimitedportionofhisfingerduring301

seconds handling ti=a of 4800 rad.
l
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CALCULATIONS
-

1. From Vol.12, Health Physics Journal 1966, " Task Group on Lung
Dynamics".

15 respirations a minute x 2150 ml/ respiration
x 60 min /hr x 40 hr/ week = 7.74 x 107 ml. air breathed
by a work =an during 40 hours.

| Maximum a=ount of each radionuclide noted which could be inhaled
during 40 hours. From Appendix B, Table I, 10 CFR 20.

Zr-Ni-95 = 3 x 10-8 uCi x 7.74 x 10-7 ml = 0.46,uci or 2130 nci.
t

| Ru-106 = 6 x 10-9 uci x 7.74 x 10-7 ml - 0.46 uCi or 460 nci.

St-90 = 5 x 10-9 x 7.74 x 10-7 c1 = 0.39 uci or 390 nei.
,

i Pu-239 = 2 x 10-7 ml = 15.5 x._10-5_uci or 0.155 ne'i.
I
E_ The licensee used the anount in the nose plus the activity noted

in a whole body count taken 3,houra post incident as the total

( uptake.

I Zr-Ni-95 Ru-106 Sr-90 + Pu-239

{ | 611 + 544 nei 22 + 19.6 nei 0.5 nei .10 + .109

y 1155 nei + 41.6 + 0.5 nei + 0.209
h 2130 460 390 0.155 = 1.89 x :

dI
g 0.54 .+ .09 0 1.35 = 75.5 MPC hr

,
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C
Calculations of Dose Rate from a 24 Ci Ir-192 source at contact.

| 1. From page 131, Radiological Health Handbook, the gamma constant =
4.8 for Ir-192.

4.8 = R - cm2
hr-mc1-

>

r mei = .14 x 103
- t

L area of blister = 0.2 cm2'

.

E 4.8 x 24 x 103 = R/hr'

0.2
I -

l '

= 57.6 x 104 Rad /hr

;,

4 Rad /hr} 57 x 10|

36 x 10' sec/hr* -

1 ( .

,r -

i = 160 Rad /secg .
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